
About this time, early December in 1932, my paternal grandmother arrived for a

brief visit. New Orleans has cold winters ; the chilly humid winds from the river drift

deep into your bones. So my grandmother, who was living in Florida, where she

taught school, had wisely brought with her a fur coat, one she had borrowed from a

friend. It was made of black Persian lamb, the belonging of a rich woman, which my

grandmother was not. Widowed young, and left with three sons to raise, she had not

had an easy life, but she never complained. She was an admirable woman ; she had a

lively mind, and a sound, sane one as well. Due to family circumstances, we rarely

met, but she wrote often and sent me small gifts. She loved me and I wanted to love

her, but until she died, and she lived beyond ninety, I kept my distance, behaved

indifferently.  She felt it, but she never knew what caused my apparent coldness,

nor did anyone else, for the reason was part of an intricate guilt, faceted as the

dazzling yellow stone dangling from a slender gold-chain necklace that she often

wore.  Pearls  would  have suited her better,  but  she attached great  value to this

somewhat theatrical gewgaw, which I understood her own grandfather had won in a

card game in Colorado. 

Of course the necklace wasn’t  valuable ;  as  my grandmother always scrupulously

explained to anyone who enquired, the stone, which was the size of a cat’s paw, was

not a “gem”stone, not a canary diamond, not even a topaz, but a chunk of rock-

crystal deftly faceted band tinted dark yellow. Mrs Ferguson, however, was unaware

of  the  trinket’s  true  worth,  and  when  one  afternoon,  during  the  course  of  my

grandmother’s  stay,  the  plump youngish witch arrived  to  stiffen  some linen,  she

seemed spellbound by the brilliant bit of glass swinging from the thin chain around

my grandmother’s neck. Her ignorant moon eyes glowed, and that’s a fact: they truly

glowed. I  now had no difficulty attracting her attention; she studied me with an

interest absent heretofore. 
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